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Digital computing in Chile dates back to the years between 1961,
when the first digital computer arrived in the country, and 1982,
when the discipline reached a critical mass in equipment, personnel,
education, research, and applications. The authors distinguish three
stages in this historical period: the introduction of computers; the
convergence and consolidation of academic, state, and industrial
development; and the expansion of the discipline.

Computer historians are still trying to
understand the globalization process of
computing.1 Whether this process should
be considered ‘‘diffusion’’ from the center
to the periphery or a global network of
exchanges is a matter of debate.2 Case studies,
particularly those on computing in the ‘‘terra
incognita’’—Africa and Latin America—
can help support a more global discussion.3

Recently, historians have began to address
this research deficit for Latin America at the
regional level.4

This article provides a history of comput-
ing in Chile between 1961 and 1982. Follow-
ing a period of ‘‘industrial advance and
the dawn of mass politics,’’5 beginning in
the 1930s, the early 1960s involved social
changes within the context of the regional
Alliance for Progress and saw the election
of a Christian democrat president in 1964.
A social revolution followed, leading to the
election of a socialist president in 1970. A
bloody coup d’état in 1973 overthrew the
democratically elected socialist government
and established a right-wing dictatorship.
The military regime thus created in Chile
an environment for extreme, neoliberal
economic, education, pensions, labor, and
health policies. As a result, computer histori-
ans have shown great interest in understand-
ing how computing evolved in Chile and
when this process began.

Scholars have offered different interpreta-
tions of the development of computing in
Chile. A naive view associates the inception
of the discipline with the free market policies

implemented by the dictatorship after 1973.6

However, based on a solid historical method-
ology focused on the state, Eden Medina
showed that there were previous important
developments, particularly between 1964
and 1973.7 This article studies an even
wider period, beginning in 1961 with the in-
stallation of the first digital computer in the
country and ending in 1982, when the disci-
pline reached a maturity level and marking
the advent of microcomputers and networks,
opening a new, qualitatively different era.

This work presents an integrated look at
the development of administrative comput-
ing in the state, scientific computation in
universities, professional training, and indus-
trial applications. Using primary sources and
oral history, our research emphasizes how
these disparate streams interacted in Chile.

It is tempting to tell this story by aligning
the developments in computing with the po-
litical events that occurred in Chile between
1961 to 1982. Instead, we distinguish three
stages according to internal developments
in the discipline. Our findings indicate that
computing in Chile started with just a few
computers, in two independent applications
areas: administration in state agencies and
scientific computing at universities. This
first period ended in 1965, when the govern-
ment and university activities began to con-
verge, rendering it more convenient to
study the process as a whole. Thus, the sec-
ond period, 1966 to 1975, is characterized
by the advent of general-purpose computers,
unified and massive training of personnel for
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both areas, and the creation of a National
State Computing Company, where people
from universities and state agencies con-
verged. During this period the discipline
consolidated, as reflected in the size of
applications, number of machines, creation
of the first computer science departments,
and the graduation of the first engineers
and university programmers. In a third
stage, 1976 to 1982, computing expanded,
decentralized, and diversified. Some indica-
tors of this stage are the influx of new types
and brands of computers, the emergence of
software and consulting companies, new
computer science departments, the first
master’s computer science students to grad-
uate in Chile, the return of the first PhD
graduates who had studied computer science
abroad, and the establishment of a research
community.

Background and Context
One of the earliest proposals for the develop-
ment of information and communication
technologies in Chile is the 1954 Chilean
Telecommunications Policy report, written by
prominent engineers.8 This report motivated
the establishment in 1960 of the National
Telecommunications Commission and the
creation of the National Telecommunication
Company (ENTEL, Empresa Nacional de Tele-
comunicaciones) in 1964 as a branch of the
Chilean Agency for Technological and Indus-
trial Development (CORFO, Corporación de
Fomento de la Producción, created in 1939).
ENTEL encouraged the development of do-
mestic wireless communications as well as a
domestic and international telecommunica-
tions network.9

State and industrial needs also strongly
boosted demand for professional information
processing. Before the first digital computers
arrived, some offices of the Chilean state had
gained experience in data processing automa-
tion after first using punch cards in its 1930
census. These early technological exposures
were progressively broadened to more elabo-
rate punch-card processing through unit-
record machines such as sorters, collators,
reproducers, calculators, and interpreters.10

At the same time, engineering and scien-
tific processing (such as structural analysis,
statistics, and numerical analysis) required au-
tomatic calculations. These issues were being
discussed in academia, as suggested by a
1944 engineering thesis project at the Univer-
sity of Chile on the design of a machine to
calculate integrals.11 The universities began
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experimenting with analog computers in the
late 1950s. At the University of Chile in 1958,
Guillermo Gonzalez assembled a Heathkit
analog computer in the Laboratory of Com-
puters and Servos, and the university
acquired an Analog Computer Applied
Dynamics AD2 64PB with 64 operational
amplifiers in 1962.12 At the Technical Uni-
versity Federico Santa Marı́a in Valparaı́so,
professors of electrical engineering Guillermo
Feick, Esteban Azpiri, and Juan Hernández
initiated analog computing. They acquired
an EAI computer (made in the US) that
allowed representation of real-world pro-
cesses and systems with many parameters
allowing flexible tuning.13 At the Catholic
University, Carlos Grandjot built an analog
computer for solving systems of algebraic
equations.14 Years later, the University of
Concepcion acquired a YEW analog com-
puter for automatic control.

Chile’s early experiences with digital com-
puters began in this context. The two sets of
actors involved were state companies and
organizations demanding advanced technol-
ogy for processing administrative informa-
tion and universities dealing with analog
machines and engineering problems.

First Computers (1961–1965)
At the beginning of the 1960s, administrative
and scientific computing ran in parallel, with
little interaction between them. The initial
incorporation of computers was a product
of individual institutional initiatives rather
than central planning. At universities, those
promoting computer acquisitions were uni-
versity engineers and scientists.

The first computational experiences
occurred in three cities: the capital city of
Santiago; Valparaı́so, the main port, 120 km
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west of Santiago; and Concepción, a histori-
cally influential city, 500 km south of San-
tiago. Among the eight existing universities
in the academic area, the University of
Chile, the biggest and most traditional public
university with branches in Santiago and sev-
eral provinces, pioneered the incorporation
of computer technology. There were also
three private, state-subsidized universities:
Catholic University in Santiago; University
of Concepcion in Concepción; and the Tech-
nical University Federico Santa Marı́a in
Valparaı́so.

Covering 1961 to 1965, the first phase
began with the installation of the first digital
computers in each of the two main applica-
tion areas: state administration and academic
engineering and science at the universities.
(Except for the machine providers, the pri-
vate sector did not play a relevant role during
this period.) This made way for a parallel
move, both, from punch-card machines and
analog computers, to digital computers with
transistor technology.

Due to the newness of the technology, no
professional specialists existed. Training was
the responsibility of pioneering researchers
and computer vendors. The most important
computer supplier, IBM, performed most of
state personnel training.15 (In Chile, 12 of
the 14 existing computers running until
1965 were IBMs.)

State Developments
In the early 1960s, various state institutions
acquired digital computers to meet the chal-
lenges posed by the growing volumes of
data and to ensure greater speed, reliability,
and flexibility in data processing. In 1961,
the Valparaı́so Customs Agency installed
the first computer for administrative guid-
ance in Chile: an IBM-1401 with a 4-Kbyte
memory, a 1402 punch/reader machine that
could process 400 hundred cards per minute,
and a 1403 printer that printed 600 lines per
minute.

The first uses of these systems were the au-
tomation of a statistical system for imports
and later the development of a payroll sys-
tem and a personnel database. The programs
were written in the SPS and Autocoder pro-
gramming languages.16 Over the next two
years, several other similar IBM 1401 com-
puters were put to work in areas such as the
treasury, railways, navy, internal revenues,
army pensions, and air force.17 These early
computers were predominantly used for ad-
ministrative or management applications

(which were called ‘‘commercial’’ at that
time), involving huge amounts of data but
simple arithmetic calculations (sums, aver-
ages, percentages, and so forth).

Computers were used at factories as well.
The Pacific Steel Company (CAP, Compañı́a
de Aceros del Pacı́fico) in Huachipato installed
an IBM-1401 with the first magnetic drum
for secondary storage in 1963. The first in-
dustrial applications was a 70,000-item
inventory system, followed by production
planning and operations research. CAP in-
stalled the computer at the plant entrance,
where it worked day and night and garnered
the admiration of its workers.18

The technical staff in all these services
consisted of programmers, system analysts,
and operators (of computer and punch-card
machines) from diverse backgrounds such
as engineering students, navy engineers,
punch-card machine operators, and skilled
young people without prior work experience.

The Academic Thread
The first digital computer put to work in aca-
demia was a German Standard Elektrik Lor-
enz computer ER-56 (locally was known by
its Spanish nickname ‘‘Lorenzo’’) installed
in 1962 in the School of Engineering at the
University of Chile. The acquisition process
began in 1959, and it cost approximately
US$400,000. It used transistor technology,
with memory for 3,000 words of 7 digits, a
60-Kbyte magnetic drum, and a paper-tape
reader. It was operated without an operating
system by programs written in machine lan-
guage and an Algol converter (Alcor).19

Next, Catholic University (1963), the
Technical University Federico Santa Marı́a
(1964), and the University of Concepcion
(1965) acquired IBM 1620 computers. The
main purpose of these first academic com-
puters was to support the necessary calcula-
tions to solve problems in other disciplines,
such as numerical calculation, differential
equations, statistics, linear programming,
structural analysis, and network analysis.
The State Technical University received a
Datatron computer in 1964.20

The first computer installations in univer-
sities required the organization of computer
centers that mainly functioned to manage
the use and operation of the machines and
to provide programming services to various
university and external users. A power strug-
gle developed among mathematicians and
electrical engineers regarding where these
centers should be located. Some other voices
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claimed that such centers were unneces-
sary.21 However, the high-level activity
made possible by the first center at the Uni-
versity of Chile proved that it was justified.
The center facilitated graduation projects
and research on structural analysis, system
simulation, and operations research, and it
provided services to ministries, government
agencies, and CORFO (roads, electricity, irri-
gation, and so on).22

These centers also offered the first courses
in computing and programming for potential
users. One of the first in the university envi-
ronment was a systematic course in program-
ming the ER-56, given in 1961 by Guillermo
González, an electrical engineering profes-
sor.23 Then in 1962, the German computer
scientist Wolfgang Riesenkönig, who was
sent by the company that sold the ER-56,
taught a course on Algol at the University
of Chile and a programming course at the
Technical University Federico Santa Marı́a
in 1963. In 1964, the mathematicians Robert
Frucht and Alberto Saenger gave courses on
Fortran programming, a ‘‘language similar
to algebra that can be learned in a few les-
sons,’’24 at the Technical University Federico
Santa Marı́a and Catholic University, respec-
tively. The lecture notes used for program-
ming training at the University of Chile in
1966 are a good example of the state of the
art at this time. They cover the history, con-
textualization, and scope of digital com-
puters; a digital computer’s structure and
functional units; and programming in the
ER-56’s machine language.25

The computer center activities were com-
plemented by the publication of notes and
information regarding the use of hardware
and available software. These centers were
the seeds from which the future computer
science academic departments in Chile grew.

Thus, the academic and administrative
computing activities in this first stage used
different hardware and developed applica-
tions for different problems, and the people
involved in each area had little or no contact.

Convergence, Coordination,
and Consolidation (1966–1975)
The late 1960s witnessed a convergence of
the administrative and scientific branches of
computing in Chile. This integration served
to centralize, coordinate, and consolidate
the discipline.

From a technological point of view, the
driving force behind this convergence was
the advent of general-purpose computers
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that allowed for the development of both ad-
ministrative and scientific applications on
the same machine. The hardware on these
machines is considered third generation
(solid-state technology, precursor of inte-
grated circuits). The first computers of this
kind in Chile were the IBM System/360s,
acquired in 1966 by the national oil com-
pany ENAP and the University of Chile.

The second half of the 1960s was also an
era of political and administrative central
planning in Chile. This strategy followed
the recommendations of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America
(CEPAL, Comisión Económica para América
Latina) and international cooperation poli-
cies, which recommended the development
of a national infrastructure for science and
technology. Thus, the Chilean National
Science Foundation (CONICYT, Comisión
Nacional de Investigación Cientı́fica y Tecnológ-
ica) and the Agency for Technological Devel-
opment (INTEC, Instituto Tecnológico de Chile)
were created.26 In this context, the National
State Enterprise for Computing (ECOM,
Empresa Nacional de Computación) attached
to CORFO was created in 1968. ECOM was
to play a leading role in centralizing state
efforts in computing and reducing costs at
the machine, system, and personnel levels.

From the education and academic per-
spective, three aspects symbolize this conver-
gence: the creation of university programs,
the first systematic efforts toward research
development, and the creation of the first
academic computer science departments.

Two institutions in particular led this pro-
cess: the universities and ECOM.

Universities

In December, 1966, the University of Chile
installed an IBM-360/40, one the first of
its type in a Latin American university. This
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machine had 128 Kbytes of memory, a
7.2-Mbyte disk, a magnetic tape drive, a
punch-card reader, and a printer for continu-
ous paper forms. The machine, which cost
US$600,000, was a landmark of the potential
offered by computer technology for the local
environment. A good indicator of how im-
portant this was for Chile is highlighted by
President Eduardo Frei’s presence at the inau-
guration of this IBM computer. The speech
by Efraı́n Friedmann, director of the univer-
sity’s Computer Center, expressed the ratio-
nale behind the acquisition: ‘‘It will be used
not only by professors, students, researchers
and administrative of this university, but
also by Government agencies.’’27

The rapid spread of the capabilities and
potential of computers triggered the creation
of a three-year program in computer pro-
gramming at the University of Chile in
1968, the first computing career offered in
Chile. As a result of the university reform
process efforts to modernize higher educa-
tion and meet the demands of the country,
the University of Concepcion and Catholic
University followed quickly, creating univer-
sity programs in computer programming in
1970 and 1971, respectively.

Subsequently, to help prepare higher-level
professionals in the area, four-year technical
engineering (Ingenierı́a de Ejecución) programs
were also created: information processing at
the University of Chile (1971); computing
and informatics at the State Technical Uni-
versity (1972); and information systems at
the Technical University Federico Santa
Marı́a (1975). At the graduate level, the Uni-
versity of Chile offered a master’s in informa-
tion management systems in 1971.28

Over these years, the scientific and techno-
logical research activity began in computer
centers, at ECOM, and in academic mathe-
matics, electricity, industry, and medical
departments. This was reflected in the realiza-
tion of national conferences in Concepción
(1966) and Valparaı́so (1968 and 1974). The
1968 conference was called the ‘‘First Na-
tional Computing Meeting’’ and was organ-
ized by the Technical University Federico
Santa Marı́a and Chilean Association of Infor-
mation Processing (ACHITI). Later, in 1974
the Catholic University at Valparaı́so organ-
ized the ‘‘First Discussion Panel on Computer
Topics.’’29

These initiatives helped to consolidate
computer science, promoting the creation
of computer science departments, bringing
together all the resources dispersed in the

mathematics, industry, and electrical engi-
neering departments and the computer cen-
ters. Such developments encouraged and
promoted the creation of the first academic
departments inside engineering schools at
Technical University Federico Santa Marı́a
and University of Chile in 1975, with some
reservations from the traditional engineering
disciplines.

In 1975, the Technical University Federico
Santa Marı́a began offering a graduate di-
ploma in computer science and informatics,
and the University of Chile a master’s degree
in computer science.30 The same year, the
State Technical University created the De-
partment of Mathematics and Computer
Science in its Science Faculty, offering a
‘‘Licenciatura’’ in mathematics and computer
science, with the goal of training teachers.
Two years earlier, the first high school text-
book on programming using mini-Fortran
was published.31

National Data Processing Company
Rapidly after its creation in 1968, ECOM estab-
lished itself as the principal computing center
in Chile. A highly skilled group of people from
both academia and industry were recruited,
symbolizing the convergence of the two
areas.32 For example, ECOM’s first director,
Efraı́n Friedmann, was the former director of
the University of Chile’s Computer Center.

During its first two years, ECOM offered
services to state agencies and organized and
conducted a broad training program in com-
puter programming and systems analysis. By
1971, it was able to develop systems to solve
data processing problems common in indus-
try and services. The technical solutions
developed were highly innovative, including
parametric and automatically generated pro-
grams in areas such as payroll, accounting,
checking accounts, inventories, and wages
systems.33

The best example that highlights the
efforts to incorporate computing into the
country’s administrative and social fabric
was the futurist project Cybersyn. This flag-
ship project implemented under Salvador
Allende’s socialist government34 was a joint
effort with CORFO and INTEC started in No-
vember 1971. Cybersyn’s goal was to plan
and coordinate production companies in
the area of public ownership. In parallel,
INTEC tried to build a computer; its design
was completed but was never constructed
due to lack of funding for importing compo-
nents and measurement equipment.35
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ECOM initially acquired IBM System/
360s. Later, in the early 1970s, in an effort
to diversify suppliers and reduce dependence
on individual American manufacturers,
ECOM bought a Burroughs 3500 computer.
In 1973, it also commissioned two French
CII computers (Iris-80 and Iris-60) for the
Santiago headquarters and the Concepción
branch, respectively.

In 1974, a two-month temporary lift of
import tariffs (which followed the dictator-
ship’s economic policies) resulted in a mas-
sive influx of computing machines.36 This
new environment created a huge deficit of
computer professionals, which was addressed
in a 1975 national plan calling for intensive
training of specialists (PLANACAP) coordi-
nated by ECOM in collaboration with the
University of Chile, State Technical Univer-
sity, and Catholic University.37

Other Developments

Another important state effort was the early de-
velopment of a teleprocessing network imple-
mented by the State Bank (Banco del Estado)
in 1969. Among other tasks, this allowed for
the management of about a million savings
accounts geographically distributed through-
out the country. The network was run by an
IBM System/360-40 with 89 terminals.38

Outside the capital Santiago, two attempts
were made to install regional computing cen-
ters. In the late 1960s, universities in the Val-
paraı́so area developed a cooperative project
that eventually failed.39 In Concepción,
a regional center for computing (CRECIC,
Centro Regional de Computación e Informática
de Concepción) was created in 1975 to provide
services to enterprises and institutions.40 This
proved successful.

By the late 1960s the development of
computer infrastructure in the private sector
grew slowly (although large vendors such as
IBM, Burroughs, and NCR had headquarters
in Chile). In 1967, COPEC-Abastible acquired
an NCR 315 computer. Some companies,
such as the Paper and Paperboard Manufac-
turing Company (CMPC), rented university
computer processing ‘‘jobs’’ or ‘‘block time’’
by the hour. In 1969, the Bank of Chile,
Bank Edwards, and the copper company
Cobrechuqui (mixed state and private prop-
erty) each acquired an NCR Century 200
computer.

When the number of computer imports
sharply increased in the 1970s, private com-
puting expanded, especially in the emerging
financial sector, the largest buyer and user
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of computer technology. By this time, the
first specialized consulting firms were estab-
lished, among them, SONDA and LatinData
in 1974.35,41

In the early 1970s, the company SID intro-
duced ARIEL, a poll-processing system for the
Ministry of Housing and the first software
developed in Chile. Beginning in 1972, the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organi-
zation distributed ARIEL to more than 20
countries.42

The Role of Political Events
On 11 September 1973, the overthrow of
democratic and constitutional rule in Chile
shook the grounds of the republic in several
respects. Medina writes that ‘‘the history of
computing [in Chile] will inevitably intersect
with a history of political violence and re-
pression.’’43 The dictatorship’s policies af-
fected the computing field in terms of
personnel and long-term planning. For ex-
ample, the military fired staff at ECOM who
were sympathetic to Allende’s government
and subsequently suspended the Cybersyn
project. It also canceled the purchase of Iris-
80 and Iris-60 computers from the CII French
company and began to limit ECOM’s role in
promoting and centralizing information
from the state. In 1975, an army colonel
was appointed the national delegate of infor-
matics.32,44 University administrations were
taken over by military ‘‘delegates’’ who
then fired academics in many areas.

In spite of this environment, the inertia
inherited from both the initial development
of the discipline and the modernization of
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the universities through reform processes of
the late 1960s and early 1970s permitted con-
tinuity in the computing landscape in Chile
and even prompted the creation of the first
academic departments of computing in 1975.

The change of regime primarily impacted
the structural level. In fact, three years later,
the economics of the regime shifted from a
nationalistic and centralized view toward a
liberalization of the economy and the boost-
ing of the private sector, allowing the import
of computer machinery. In computing, as in
other areas (such as education and agricul-
ture), the new authorities’ liberal policies
were based on the know-how acquired by
people trained during the previous decade.

Computing as well as other scientific and
technological disciplines in Chile have yet
to complete a systematic evaluation on
the impact of the coup d’état on their
development.

In short, the second stage, covering the
10-year period between 1966 and 1975, was
characterized by the convergence of admin-
istrative and scientific computing; the
strong involvement of the state in the use,
coordination, and promotion of computing;
the consolidation of the discipline at the
universities; the increasing size of applica-
tions; and the diversity of computer brands.
By the end of that period, Chile had more
than 300 computers (see Table 1). This
stage ends with the certification of the first
generation of engineers and university
programmers.

Expansion (1976–1982)
The next stage computing in Chile, a period
of expansion, is characterized by the diffu-
sion, extension, and decentralization of the
discipline. The sustained increase in the
number of computers in the country helped
diversify suppliers, types of computers, and
applications. Particularly important was the
massive incorporation of computers in the fi-
nancial sector and services.

In the long run, however, the most impor-
tant development of this period was the mat-
uration of the discipline in academia as well
as the establishment of a community in the
field.

Universities

During this period, universities acquired
more powerful computers with terminals
that allowed for remote and distributed use.
The State Technical University, University
of Chile, Technical University Federico
Santa Marı́a, and Catholic University at Val-
paraı́so each installed an IBM 370 (1975–
1976); the Catholic University in Santiago
acquired a Digital DEC 10 (1979); and the
University of Concepcion installed a Bur-
roughs 1700 (1978) and a MAI Basic Four
(1980).

Three new academic computing depart-
ments were created—at the University of
Concepcion in 1980, Catholic University in
1981, and the University of Santiago (for-
merly the State Technical University) in
1982. Theoretical and applied research, as
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Table 1. Number and type of computers in Chile, 1962–1975.�

Year
IBM
1401

IBM
1620

IBM
1130

IBM
360

NCR
315

NCR
200

Burroughs
3500 PDP-8 Other Total

1962 3 1 4

1963 8 1 9

1964 10 2 2 14

1965 10 2 2 14

1966 13 3 1 2 19

1967 13 3 1 6 1 2 26

1968 14 3 3 8 1 3 32

1969 14 3 4 10 1 4 36

1970 14 3 8 12 1 3 1 4 46

1971 14 3 9 14 1 3 2 4 7 57

1972 60

1973 80

1974 120

1975 330

* Figures for 1962–1971 are from the United Nations,45 1972–1975 numbers are approximations,46 and Ramon
Barquin estimated a total of 52 computers by 1970.47
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well as joint projects with industries, were
developed. Examples include the Biblio-
graphic Information Retrieval and Dissemi-
nation System (BIRDS) project developed at
the University of Chile for Burroughs and a
large project developed by the Catholic Uni-
versity for the Register Office.48

By this time, the first master’s students
had graduated from Chilean universities
and were now employed as university aca-
demics or in companies, especially computer
providers. Simultaneously, the first PhD grad-
uates in computer science were returning
home from studying abroad.49

These developments helped establish a re-
search community at the national level. The
Panel de Discusión event was created in
1974. Its initial scope was local, but the
event soon gained national coverage. In
1977, the Discussion Panel turned into a
Latin American event and gave rise to the
Latin American Studies in Informatics
(CLEI, Centro Latinoamericano de Estudios en
Informática) in 1979. (The 37th meeting of
the CLEI Latin American Conference on
Informatics was held in 2011.)

In 1979 and 1980, the University of Chile
and Catholic University jointly organized
another national conference. In 1981, this
became the International Conference of
Computer Science, which triggered the cre-
ation of the Chilean Society of Computer
Science in 1984. The society continued
organizing the conference after that and
held its 30th gathering in 2011. In 1978,
the University of Chile also created the Sys-
tem Engineering Workshop with a track on
information systems. In 1979, the Northern
University in Antofagasta organized the first
Symposium on Computer Applications
(INFONOR, Simposio de Aplicaciones de Infor-
mática), oriented toward mining (mainly
copper) applications. INFONOR held its
12th meeting in 2010.50

At the training level, the ‘‘Ingenierı́a de
Ejecución’’ engineering university program
significantly increased its enrollment, reflect-
ing the growing interest in the area. New
programs were added at the University of
Concepcion (1977), Northern University
(1980), and Catholic University at Valparaı́so
(1982).

As a consequence of a new university law
imposed in 1981, the discipline witnessed
two major changes. First, six-year civil engi-
neering degrees in computing programs
were created, matching traditional studies
with highest solid social status and tradition.
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The Technical University Federico Santa
Marı́a, University of Chile, University of Con-
cepcion, and Catholic University established
such programs. Second, the law also author-
ized private institutions to offer programmer
and technical engineer programs.

Further Developments

This stage witnessed a considerable increase
in the use and application of computing in
the private sector, driven by the increased
importation of computers, principally mini-
computers that allowed small- and medium-
sized companies and organizations to auto-
mate their administrative processes. Origi-
nally just IBM, Burroughs, and NCR, the
market now included other companies such
as Wang, Digital, Texas Instruments, and
Basic Four.51 As a result of this increased
computer use, the local magazine Informática
for industry and professionals was created in
1979. Its monthly circulation is maintained
even today.52

The explosive increase of the number of
computers also triggered the development
of a software and consulting industry. One
example is the company ORDEN, created in
1979 by Carlos Lauterbach and other Catho-
lic University professors. At its peak, the com-
pany employed 100 engineers and its
product, DUNGA, a ‘‘fourth generation soft-
ware,’’ was a technical and commercial
success.53

The banking sector was one of the most
important application areas in the beginning.
This sector advertised its services as ‘‘perfect,
efficient, and agile,’’ thanks to the new tech-
nologies. In the early 1980s, the privatization
of pensions and healthcare required intensive
computer support. There were also industrial
applications at the copper company
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CODELCO, the petroleum company ENAP, the
copper manufacturing company MADECO,
and the paper company CMPC.54

A less standard area of application that
merits mention is the ‘‘hidden information
battle’’ within the human rights realm.
Chile’s intelligence organization (CNI, Cen-
tral Nacional de Informaciones) began using
computers to record and document opposi-
tion groups and coordinate with other
South American repressive regimes.55 At the
same time, in 1979, the Catholic Church cre-
ated a system to help people and document
human rights violations by developing a
database system to support lawyers in their
related cases.56

At the end of this period in 1981, ECOM
implemented the first public network for
data transmission. Unexpectedly, in 1982,
due to the flooding of the Mapocho river
after a storm that struck Santiago, ECOM
lost its computer equipment, the most valu-
able in the country. This symbolically
marks the beginning of the end of ECOM—
that is, of state centralized computing. As
Friedmann, the first ECOM director, wrote
in 1986,

the country had trained an adequate number
of skilled people. Data processing was used
widely and efficiently in ever-increasing new
areas. Eventually, the need for government
committee review of projects became unnec-
essary, as each department had a manage-
ment fully capable of making proper
decisions. The national Data Processing Ser-
vice also became less important, as many pri-
vate, national and foreign owned centers were
established offering good services at reason-
able cost, due to market competition.57

The introduction of personal computers in
the early 1980s dramatically changed the com-
puting landscape. Computing extended to all
corners—offices, homes, and schools58—which
together with the arrival of computer net-
works,59 marked the beginning of a new era.

Conclusion
Our findings reveal a certain continuity in the
efforts to incorporate computing in Chile’s
social fabric during this whole period, despite
the political turmoil. This is particularly evi-
dent at the infrastructure, applications, and
training levels as well as in the assimilation
of computing by political, entrepreneurial,
and academic entities. We believe this is the
result of the social relevance gained by the
new discipline of computing in Chile.

These findings also show that the three
periods we detected in Chile coincide with
international contemporary standards of
classification of computer activity levels.60

In the first stage, Chile reached a basic tech-
nological level with a few computers and
some basic applications in government set-
tings. Chile reached an operational level dur-
ing the second stage, with many computers,
educational institutions, specialized courses,
and the design and production of science
and engineering software and applications.
The third stage saw the country move from
an operational to a more advanced computa-
tional status, with a range of computer-
related study programs and specialized com-
puters of all sizes.

From the Chilean case, we can also derive
another conclusion. Two streams of problems
(administrative and scientific) that were
treated independently in terms of people
and technology converged into one domain
when their common ground and generic solu-
tions with computers was recognized. At this
point, a discipline was born. After it was con-
solidated, this new knowledge and universal
technology began to spread into society.

We think it would be interesting to have
comparative studies to determine if this
pattern has counterparts in other Latin
American countries. Such a model could
complement other generic models proposed
in the literature.3
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